A

lways on the cutting
edge of wine technology, Bin
to Bottle has been busy in the
offseason, leaving no stone
unturned as we searched for
the best way to to update our
filtration offerings and
capacity. Before the New Year,
we arranged to demo a new
filter- the Diemme Microflex
24. We were fortunate to have
a number of clients who had
bottling projects in December
that were interested in being
guinea pigs and part of our
demo. This new state of the
art filter is fully automated,
including filtering and wash
cycles, leading to lower losses
and more efficient filtration.
The system uses 24 individual
membrane cartridges (similar
to those on our bottling line)
in a direct flow setup. They
have the capacity to handle
100-500 liters an hour
per cartridge!
Bin to Bottle will have the first
Diemme Microflex in service
in California. BTB's significant
investment in new filtration
technology will provide you
quicker filtration times (up to
2000 gallons an hour), lower
losses (0-1% total), efficient
filtration (630 NTU to less than
1 NTU) in a single pass with
pressures fully 1/6th that
of standard Cross Flow
(300-400mbar). The ability to
filter lots as small as 1 barrel
with extremely low losses as
well as filter the largest lots
with great efficiency and
speed... this is an exceptional
acquisition for Bin to Bottle.

On the sanitation front, we
have worked hard to ensure
the cleanest facility for the
production of your wines. To
achieve our goals, we have
diligently trained our staff on
proper sanitation, updated
our SOP’s, and reinforced the
message through daily ATP
tests to ensure protocols have
been followed. The ATP tests
give us a good indication of
how well tanks, pumps, hoses,
pitchers, buckets, wine thief's,
etc. have been sanitized. It
tracks results by staff member,
type of equipment and the
bacterial ppm on the
equipment. Using proprietary
software, the ATP machine
generates reports on each
staff member with measurable
results.
In our monthly company
meetings, we award three staff
who achieved the best results
with a gift certificate from a
local restaurant or store. In
March, every single one of our
cellar-hands had a perfect ATP
test score (that's almost 200
separate tests!). So....we
rewarded everyone with a
cash bonus!
This continual strive towards
perfection is the sort of
standard we set for ourselves
at Bin to Bottle, ensuring the
quality and safety of your
wines.
-Trevor Chandla
Winemaker

So much for quarterly Newsletters! I

just checked the date of our last issue
and embarrassingly, it was August,
2013. We will get more consistent
with these as we settle into the
routine of preparing such a widely
read and quoted periodical ;). We are
excited about the upcoming harvest
and are thrilled that some rain fell to
ease the pressure, just a bit, on our
precious crop. We are hoping for a bit
more before we begin to enjoy our
beautiful summer weather. So staff
has been asked to perform some rain
dances in-between rounds of
horseshoes on the North Forty. We
shall see…fingers crossed.
This spring issue of 2014’s Hot Off the
Press includes a piece from Kevin
Wiens, our lab manager. Once again
he is waxing poetic; this time about

automation, tomato juice,
bad-ass-ness, dismemberment
and…oh, never mind, you just gotta
read it. We also have a piece, from
Trevor Chlanda one of our
winemakers who was asked to tackle
the “coming out party” of our latest
acquisition, the Diemme Micro-Flex
24, a very slick, Direct Flow filtration
system. You are going to want to use
this shiny, new toy, I promise. So
enjoy this update from your partners
at Bin to Bottle Winery. We promise
to keep these communiqués coming
regularly and hopefully…they will
entertain…just a bit.
BTW- We have once again aquired
VIP tickets to Bottle Rock. Please
reach out to your winemaker if you
would like to attend.

G

reetings from the BTB
Laboratory. Our last report
touted our aims and targets,
our quality of analysis,
new staffing and Bad-Ass
accomplishments.
Yes, we're super proud and
hitting our goals.
This report is a closer view into
the on-going development of
our methods, capabilities and
an up-to date description of
our journey concerning quality
wine analysis. There is exciting
news to share about the future
of the lab. We are advancing
the ongoing plan for precision,
velocity, innovation and
change. Upward and onward.
Here is a brief missive of where
we have been and where we
are going.
Bad News First:
Automation.
There are many sour and sweet
footnotes gracing history
concerning automation. Yes,
historical footnotes include the
occasional pesky dismemberment. Automation has also
been the cause of a bit of
"down sizing”…some believe,
an even worse fate.

Luckily in most incidences,
automation has more
commonly meant job creation
and enlightenment into new
areas of technical focus and
therefore advancement!
Better News:
Advancement.
Wineries have not been
immune to the forces of
change and have been at the
forefront of adaptation. Winemaking and its periphery have
kept current with advancements in the food, beverage
and medical industry. We have
been enjoying improved
processing techniques that
continue to innovate quality in
wine cellars and laboratories.
Medical techniques bleeding
(pun intended) over into the
wine industry include
tangential-flow filtration
“borrowed” from dialysis
technology. Okay, also tomato
juice production. Bear with me
for a moment while I explain.
With tomato juice,
tangential- flow filtration is
used as a concentrator to
achieve the perfect balance of
liquid and solid. The challenge
was that the tomato pulp
would clog filters and strainers.
Overcoming the plugging is
achieved by maintaining
turbulence on the unfiltered

side of the filter. The turbulence
prevents the solids from
packing down and clogging
the filter. They remain in
suspension. As you can see
there is a lot of technology
behind the perfect Bloody
Mary. Tangential-flow filtration
was another technical,
processing boon that has made
its' mark in regard to quality
wine handling, best practices
and advancements in quality
filtration capabilities. Trevor has
exciting news to share about
the newest form of this
technology coming soon
to Bin to Bottle.
Great News:
Adaptation.
The analysis methods used by
both the beverage industry and
medical industry continue to
cross over into winery
laboratories too. In our lab this
is most noticeable in the
newest enzymatic and
colorimetric, random access,
automated analyzers.
These auto-analyzers replace
the lab technicians that had
previously been chained to the
manually operated spectrophotometer. These new, automated
devices are eliminating the
need to secure lab techs to

their desk. To be serious for a
second, this automation does
not replace the lab technician
per-se, but frees up staff to
focus on many additional
elements of quality analysis.
We are working on selecting
the automated instrument for
BTB that will best fit our client’s
needs. We will complete our
selection, demos and trials, and
will have the right instrument
in place for rapid production of
analysis such as: Nitrogen,
Ammonia, Glucose/ Fructose,
Malic Acid, Lactic Acid, Tartaric
Acid, Acetic Acid and Total SO2.
It is a very exciting time for us
in the lab. Technological
advances are bringing opportunities that previously were out
of reach. To illustrate this, I can
say with great satisfaction, we
have been able to loosen the
chains (just slightly) to a point
where Francis (our lab
technician) has been able to
exercise his graphic arts skills in
some amazing ways. In
addition to putting together
our newsletter, he’s also
creating some remarkable wine
label designs for the industry.
Now that the restraints have
been loosened, we’re keeping
an eye on Francis Dayton.
Stay tuned…
-Kevin Wiens
Lab Manager

